The Lindeques Drift and Heidelberg Intrtisions and the volcanic Roodekraal Complex lielong to a higlvTi mafic igneous .suite (HITIS) thai was emplaced in the Kaapvaal Craton as km-sized btxiies, 10 the north and north-east of the Vredefort impact Htmcrure, prior to impact. New zircon SHRIMP ages for the Undef [ues Drift Intmsion (2054.8 ± 5.7 Ma) and Roodekraal Complex (2053 ± 9.2 Ma) are indi.slinguishable from that of the Bii.shvetd magmatic event (-2.06 to 2.05 Ga). The dominant rock types in the Lindeques Drift and Heidelberg Intrusions are even-grained and porphyritic spessartites which essentially are clinopyroxenemagnetite (-ilmenite) ± olivine cumulates with variable fractions (estimated 15 to 30^)) of interslitially crystallized magma. The concentration of magmatic amphibole (edenite-magnesiohastingsite), responsible for tlie porphyritic texture of the .spessartite, is directly proportional to the fraaion of trapped magma, which also crystallized interstitial plagitKlase. sphene. sulphide, apatite, micropenhite and bjotite. The Lindeques Drift spe.ssartite is cut by fme-grained dykes and sills(?) of diorite and syenodiorite. Low-siiica diorite in the Lindeques Drift Intmsion was produced by the reaction of the parental magma with the dolomitic country rock of the Chuniespoort Group tlirough desilicificaton and de-alumination. The Roodekraal Complex is composed of multiple flows of predominantly mugearite lava with sulvHow intrusions of diorite. The diorite of Lindeques Drift and the lava and diorite of Roodekraal are chemically comparable in terms of both major and trace elements, suggesting a co-magmatic derivation, The magma parental to the three bcxlies is proposed to be a low-AJ ferrobasalt with alkaline affinities (MgO -4.8%. TiOj =l.fWi, P2O, -0.52%, Zr/(P.Os» 10^) = 0.02, NbA'-1.47, K,OAt) =1.3, TaA'b = 1.1), The latter was probably derived by deep crustal fractionation of amphibole and piagioclase from an alkali basaltC?) precursor in an embryonic continental rift setting. The probability that a gabbro dyke, stratigraphically below and perpendicular to tlie Lindeques Drift Intmsion. is a feeder to the latter is regarded as small.
Introduction
A number of kilometer-sized tiiafic igneous bodies ( Figure 1 ) are scattered along the northern rim of the Vredefort impact structure (Boon and Albritton, 1936; Hargraves, 1961; Dietz, 1961; Martini, 1978; 1991; Albat and Mayer. 1989: French and Nielsen, 1990; Reimold and Gibson, 1996) , and eastward to the town of Heidelberg, Soutli Africa. Most prominent among these are the Roodekraal Complex (Bisschoff, 1972; Clark, 1972) , the Lindeques Drift Intmsion (Nel and Jansen, 1957: Bi.sschoff, 1972) , the Riettbntein Complex (Bisschoff. 1999) , the Heidelberg Intrusion (this study), the Kaffirskraal Complex (Frick. 1975; 1979) , and the Losberg Intrusion (Jansen, 1954) . Current re.search indicates that these bodies, with the exception of the Losberg Intmsion, are members of a syn-Bushveld highTi igneous suite (acronym: HITIS), first recognized by De Waal and Annstrong (2000) . The HITIS rocks typically contain aiigitic to salitic clinopyroxene, piagioclase (An<s(i), magnetite (.-ilmenite) and late magmatic amphibole (edenite-magnesiohastingsite) as dominant minerals (De Waal, unpublished information) . This paper deals with the geology and age of emplacement of the Lindeques Drift (LI) and Heidellierg (HI) Intrusions and the Roodekraal Complex (RC), as representatives of the HITIS in the Vredefort area. Earlier workers (Nel and Jansen. 1957: Bisschoff, 1972; Clark, 1972) gave attention to the general geology and petrography of the rocks of the LI and RC. but little is known about their geocfiemistry and mutual relationships. We expand on the existing pctrographic descriptions and report zircon SHRIMi* ages for the LI and RC. We also give a brief descripUon of the HI, of which no previous record exists in the literature. We use the geochemistry to derive a genetic model for the different rock types and present arguments that the RC represents extruded residual magma of deep-seated fractionating systems genetically related to the U and HL The feeder status of a gabbroic dyke in the vicinity of the LI is investigated, and the significance of the HITIS in the context of tlie Hushveld magmatic event is briefly discussed.
Study material and methods of investigation
The rocks used in this study derive from:
1. a suite of outcrop samples from the LI, a possible feeder dyke (Bisschoff, 1999) co the LI, and the RC. 2. core sections of two Ixireholes drilled through the LI on Oorbietjesfontein 20 (borehole OHl) and WtxKllands 192 (borehole Wl) (the boreholes were drilled in a northeasterly direction at angles of 50° (OBI) and W (Wl), re.spectively. to the horizontal plane), and 3. core sections of a vertical borehole (boreh(.)le F31) drilled through the HI on the farm Elandsfontein 412 ER,
The methods of inve.stigation are summarized in Appendix 1
Results

Field Relations
The LI (Nel and jaasen, 1957; Bisschoff, 1972; ( Figure 2 ) is situated approximately 50 km due west of Potchefstroom on the farms Oorbietjesfontein 20, Woodlands 192, Boschdraai 33 and Vaaldraai 277. Outcrops are poor but field observation suggests that it torms a semi-concordani sill with an estimated thickness of about 150 to 200 meters. It outcrops over a total distance of 11 km and, proceeding from west to east, the lx)dy seems to cut upward into higher levels of the dolomite(-chert) host rock succession of the Malmani Subgroup, Chuniespoort Group (age: 2549 ± 2.6 Ma; Walraven and Martini, 1995) of the Transvaal Supergroup, The LI is cut by pseiidotachylite veins related to the Vredefort impact event (age: 2023 ± 4 Ma: Kamo et ai, 1996) , a feature cotnmon to all the HITIS rtx'ks in the Vredefort area. The impact event caused both the sill and enclosing dolotnite to be overturned to the north, with dips between 60 and 70 degrees to the south.
To the south-southwest of Boschdraai. on the adjoining farms Gruisbank 236 and Procedccrfontein 100 (Figure 2 ), a gabbro dyke cuts though the metalava of the Ventersdorp Supergroup. This dyke has a strike perpendicular to that of the LI. and Hisschoff (1999) speculated that it could be a feeder to the latter intrusion.
The Heidelberg Intrusion is situated about 9S ktn south of Pretoria on the farm Elantlsfontein 412 ER, Heidelberg District, where it sub-outcrops underneath a 45-meter thick cover of sedimentary rocks of the Karoo Supergroup. Because the intrusion is known only from a single borehole intersection, its shape is not known.
The country rock appears to be the Tutffontein Subgroup of the Central Rand Group.
The Roodekraal Complex (Risschoff, 1972; Clark, 1972) forms a series of low hills 10 km south of Potchefstroom on the farms Roodekraal 37, Plessiskraal 43 and Prinslcwsrust 93-The Complex is slightly obiong with a NS-striking long axis of alxiut 6 km. It sits unconformably with unsheared contacts (Clark, 1972) on tilted quanzite, shale and Hekpoort lava (Rb-Sr age = 2224±21 Ma; Ikirger and Coertze, 1975) of the Pretoria Group, The Complex has a cmde concentric morphology with an outer rim of 'andesitic' lava, a central zone of medium-to coarse-grained diorite and an intermediate zone of fine-grained diorite (Bisschoff, 1972; Clark, 1972) , The diorite probably represents a series of sill intrusions below the initial lava pack. The Roodekraal rocks are cut by pseudotachylite related to the Vredefort impact event, bracketing their age to 2023 Ma<Roodekraal<2224 Ma.
Petrography
The LI is composed of spessartite, diorite, syenodiorite and feldspathic pegmatite. The spessartite has two distinct varieties. The most primitive rock is an evengniined speckled spessartite which is a medium-grained rock with euhedral clinopyroxene (± 1 mm diameter) and magnetite (-iltiienite) (< 1 mm diameter) set in a matrix of plagiociase, amphiboie, magnetite, ilmenite. Sphene, biotite. apatite and sulphide. Rarely, in some sections, relatively large prisms (up to 7 mm in lengtli and 1.2 mm in cross sectional diameter) of anhedral clinopyroxene are scattered through the rock. Clinopyroxene (50 to 60 volume %), plagioclase CIO to 15 volume %), and magnetite(-ilmenite) (10 to 20 volume %) are the dominant minerals in the even-grained spessartite. Apatite forms small obkmg needles and sphene is present in the typical sphenoidal cross sections or as irregular masses replacing ilmenite. Sulphide blebs (mm-sized) are common and dominated by chalcopyrite. Magnetite contains abundant ilmenite exsolution lamellae and segregations. Amphibole as anhedral. interstitial brownish crystals with greenish rims (5 to 10 volume %), seldom reaches dimensions much more than that of the surrounding ctinopyroxene. The atnphibole is randomly scattered through the rock resulting in an overall speckled, homogeneous texture. Even-grained spessartite dominates the core drilled on WtKKilands (Ixjrehole Wl) and is only sporadically present in the core from Oorbietjesfontein (lx>rehole OBI), Tlie even-gniined spessartite grades into distinctively porphyritic spessartite. which is the dominant variety on Vaaldraai (river section, Figure 2 ) and Oorbietjesfontein (borehole OBI). In contrasi to the even-grained spessartite, this rock has less clinopyroxene (40 to 50 volume %), plagioclase is more abundant (-15 to 25%) and the late magmatic amphibole crystals have grown conspicuously large (up to 20 mm in diameter) and may reach up to 70 volume % (median -15%) of the rock. These phenocrystic amphibole crystals, with brown cores and narrow greenish rims, tend to be euhedral but completely anhedral forms are also present. Corrtided remnants of clinopyroxene and magnetite (-ilmenite) are consistently enclosed in the phenocrysts suggesting partial replacement of these minerals, Brown to green, often kink-banded, biotite is interstitial to the clinopyroxene, plagioclase and amphibole. Minor sphene, apatite, sulphide and microperthite are present.
The paragenetic sequence in the LI spessartite is magnetite(-ilmenite )-clinopyroxene-apatite-(amphilx)le/ plagioclase)'Sphene-biotite, Of these minerals clinopyroxene and magnetite (-ilmenite) are clearly cumulus phases. Plagioclase and amphibole cr>'stallization may have overlapped to some extent. Alteration products include chlorite, epidote, saussurite, and calcite.
Dykes and sills of diorite and syenodiorite crosscut the spessartite. In the diorite, magnetite (-ilmenite) is a SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL Oh (.EOLOtiY The syenodiorite contains compositionally zoned and saussLiritized plagioclase (-55 volume %), primary amphibole needles (20 volume %), green chlorite after biotite (-10 volume %), quartz (~5 volume %), K-feldspar (~5 volume %) and magnetite (-ilmenite) (~1 volume %). The plagioclase is poly.synthetically twinned with clear rims of almost pure albite. The paragenetic sequence is magnetite (-ilmenite)-amphilioIe-plagioclase-biotite-( quart z-K-feldspar), Rarely, in some syenodiorite samples, plagioclase forms a cumulus phase.
Feldspar-rich pegmatite forms irregular schlieren (cm-to meter-sized) throughout the spessartite, but is notably less common in the diorite. Bi.sschoff (1972) tKKiced tliat on Boschdraai the spessartite seemingly crystallized inward from the walls of the intrusion and ihal pegmatite schlieren in the spessartite increase in (Uiiiiber towards the syenodiorite core, which is largely devoid of schlieren.
Calc-silicate xenoliths. typically composed of divine marble or fine-grained magnetite-p»-K)r clinopyroxeneplagioclase rock, are present in the spessartite. The xenoliths show distorted structures suggestive of tliermal .softening, rotation and partial solution in the host spessartite, Isolated plagioclase segregations in the spessartite and diorite seem to have some spatial relationship to the calc-silicate xenoiiths.
Table 4. CIPW Norms
The feeder" dyke on Gruisbank is a sub-ophitic fineto medium-grained gabbro with 60 volume % chemically zoned and poiysynthetically twinned plagioclase, 25 volume % interstitial clinopyroxene, 10 volume % magnetite (-ilmenite) and minor quanz and apatite. Clinopyroxene segregations, up to 5 mm in diameter and enclosing small blades of plagioclase (< 0.3 mm), are scattered through the rock. The gabbro is variably altered and in places contains up to 30 percent brownish-green amphibole and chlorite as a replacement of the clinopyroxene. The paragenetic sequence is plagiociase-magnetite (-ilmenite)-apatite(?)-clinopyroxene-quartz.
The main rock type in the ill is a porphyritic spessartite, which is petrographically almost identical to that of the LI. Tlie rock contains 22 to 35 volume % (median 31) clinopyroxene, 22 to 47 volume % (median 42) amphibole, 9 to 23 volume percent (median 18) magnetite (-ilmenite), and 1 to 10 volume % (median 6) ptagitKlase as major minerals. The amphibt)le phenocry.sts in the HI spessartite tend to be more anhedral than those in the LI spessartite. Apatite is a prominent accessory mineral that crystallized before magnetite (-ilmenite), which in turn was followed sequentially by clinopyroxene, amphibole. plagioclase and biotite.
As described by Bi.s.schoff (1972) and Clark (1972) , the lavas of the RC are porphyritic to non-porphyritic with phenocrysts of tabular plagioclase (< An^.,; up to 5 mm in diameter) in a clinopyroxene-plagioclaseamphibole-magnetite(-ilmeniteVbiotite-apatite matrix. Both amygdaloidal and ma.ssive lava are present. Clinopyroxene-magnetite(-ilmenite) cumulates are developed near the lower contacts of some of the flows. Alteration products include sphene, chlorite, actinolite. sericite, calcite, magnetite, epidote-clinozoisite and minor quartz.
The diorite. associated witli the RC (Bisschoff, 1972 , Clark, 1972 volume %; zoned, up to An,-), clinopyroxene (10 volume %), magnetitt'(-ilmenite) (7 to 19 volume %), biotite (up to 2 volume %), apatite (0.6 to 2.3 volume %), K-feldspar and olivine (rare), Late-magmatic amphiboie (4 to 9 volutiie %) replaces clinopyroxene pseudomorphously. Secondary minerals include sphene, chlorite, stilpnomelane, sericite. calcite. magnetite. epidote-clinozoisitc and minor quartz, Diorite aplite and pegmatite veins are subordinate in the RC. Olivine is pre.sent but not a common mineral in the HITIS rocks. Clark (1972) reported a 30 tii thick borehole intersection of modally layered olivine diorile. underlying a pyroxene andesite in the RC. The layer contains magnetite!-iltnenite) (up to 40 volume ' S' n, concentrated in the basal part of the layer), clinopyroxene (up to 80 volume %; concentrated in tlie lower and middle part ot" the layer), plagioclase (Aan; up to 45 %), orthopyroxene (EnHi; up to 40 volume %) and olivine (Fo^i; up to 10 volume %), The latter three minerals are concentrated towards the top of the layer, Atiiphibole as a late magmatic phase replaces the pyriboles to a variable extent in these rocks.
Mineral chemistry
The clinopyroxene in the spessartite from both the LI and HI is light green in colour and forms euhedral crystals If enclosed in plagioclase. but are corroded and reduced in size when enclosed in amphiboie. The most primitive clinopyroxene (Table 1) , that forms the euhedral crystals in the even-grained spessartite, is an augite. Wo,j ,En|iM,FS|s-AC|,, (nomenclature after Le Bas. 1962), The euhedral clinopyroxene (•Wo.HyEni.,,i,Fs,H,oAcj,,) ) in the matrix of the porphyritic spessartite and the anhedral clinopyroxene (W<:),,;.,En,,-Fsn>tAC( |), enclosed and partly resorbed by the amphilxile phenocrysts. are both salites and .statistically not chemically distinguishable. The cores of the amphiboie phen(X"rysts are typically brown edenite to magnesitihastingsite and the greenish rims are magnesiohornblende (nomenclature after Leake et ai. 2004) , Plagioclase in the spessartite ranges from An,,ito An<i (average 12.1 ± 12.7% An; based on 16 electron microprobe analyses).
In the "feeder" gabbro, the cJinopyroxene (Table 1 ) has an average composition of Wo^HvErUiyPsmoAcu and the plagioclase ranges between kTu,^ and hiv-j^. These high anorthite contents of the "feeder" dyke distinguish it from the rocks of the LI, HI and RC.
The LI diorite contains augite and magnesiohornblende with plagioclase that ranges from An,6 to An<s (average 133 ± 12,8% An; 30 electron microprobe analyses). The augite in the RC diorite (Wo,,! 2En,7FS].,,«Acj,i) (Table 1) is depleted in Wo and enriched in En relative to that in the RC diorite, Plagioclase in the RC lava ranges from An,,, to An,, (average 8.8 ± 8.0% An, 30 electron microprobe analyses). The high sodium content of the RC lava is reflected in the late magmatic amphiboie, which is dominantly a ferro-richterite with minor richterite and ferro-winchite.
Whole rock chemistry
The chemical compositions of the rocks of the LI are summarized in Table 2 . Of special note here is the low-silica diorite (SiOj < 50%), which forms a crossciitting feature in the spessartite in the deeper parts (stratigraphically the upper part of the inverted sill) of borehole OBI. Tlie two major groupings are illustrated in Figure 3 . i.e. dioritic and spessartitic rocks, which in combination describe narrow linear trends. In the.se linear series, the even-grained spessartite is the most primitive (MgO-rich) rtick. followed by the porphyritic spes.sartite. then diorite and finally the most evolved syenodiorite. The low-silica diorite plots on the high-MgO side of the LI diorite, and one sample, referred to as 'contaminated spessartite', falls off the main linear trends towards the clinopyroxene composition. Correlation matrices calculated for the complete LI cfataset (not shown here) confirm the trends shown in Figure 2 , and show that the spessartitic . TAS diagram after U'Ba.s ef al. n9S6>, The data (thiŝ iiidy and from Clark, 1972) for the LI and RC diorite and lava plot predominantly in the mugearite field, whereas those for (he LI syenodiorite cluster in the bentnoreite field. The 'feeder' gabhro plots in the alkali basalt field. The low-silica diorite forms a cmdely-detlned trend (arrow) away from the diorite-lava cluster (see text for detail), (1 -hawaiite, 2 " mugearite, 3 -benmoreite. 4 -basalt, T = basaltic andesite, 6 = andesite, 7 = tephrite, 8 = phonoiephrite). -H 6,614 58^1 
rocks are enriched in Mg, Fe, Ca, Ti, Ni, Cu, Co, Cr. V, Sc and S and depleted in Si, Al, Na. K, P, Sr, Rb, Y and 2r relative to the dioritic rocks. It is evident that the spessartite is enriched in elements compatible with the mafic minerals, whereas the diorite is enriched in the complementary incompatible elements. The incompatible trace elemetiLs are mutually positively correlated (Figures 4a and b ), but show a relatively large amount of scatter Uc. low coefficient of determination, R^). In contrast, the compatible trace elements (Sc. V, Cr and Ni), also mutually positively correlated, display much le.ss scatter (large R" values), as illustrated in Figure 4c . Cu is strongly positively correlated with S ( Figure 4d ). The Cu/S ratio of -1.1 for the LI approaches the expected Cu/S ratio of 1.06 for ideal chalcupyrite. Ni is largely independent of the S concentration (Figure 4d) .
For most major elements, the HI spessartite (Table 2, Figure 3) is intermediate between the even-grained and porphyritic spessartite ofthe LI, but is mnably enriclied in titanium and depleted in calcium relative to the latter. This is largely a reflection of the higher amphiboie and lower clinopyroxene concentrations in the HI spessartite relative to the LI rocks, Tlie relatively high VO^ content of the HI spessartite conforms to its high apatite content. In terms of trace elements there is little difference bet^veen the HI and the porphyritic LI spessartite (Table 2) .
In terms of major elements, the RC cumulate plots in the spessartite cluster close to the LI spessaitite (Figure 3) . The RC lava and diorite are chemically comparable to the LI diorite (Tables 2 and 3. Figure 5 ). All these rocks are sodium-rich (NajO>K.O+2), which on a TAS diagram ( Figure 6 ) ( LeI3as et ai. 1986; Le Maitre, 2002) classify them as hawaiite and mugearite in the haicaiite-miigeante-fK'nmoreite series. The LI syenodiorite classifies as benmoreite in Figure 6 , The "feeder" dyke (Table 3, Figure 3 ) is enriched in aluminium and depleted in iron and sodium rehiti\e to the LI diorite (Table 2) and the RC rocks shows some correspondence (Figure 7) , which might reflect a genetic connection.
Finally, to facilitate later discussions alxiut possible parental magma.s, we list the CIPW norrns of all the tnajor rock types in the LI, HI and RC in Table 4 pritnitivc RC lava. It is notable that iliu LI, HI and RC rocks cover a wide compasitional .spectaim, from Nenormative spessartite through Ol-Hy-normative intermediate rocks, to Qz-normative syenodiorite. Also, the feeder gabbro has a normative mineralogy that dearly distinguishes it from the LI-HI-RC rocks.
Rare Earth elements
The chondrite-norniallzed patterns (Figure 8 ) detnonstrate a general enrichment of light over heavy REE for all the relevant rocks. The even-grained spessanite forms a distinct low-REE group, reflecting Its high clinopyroxene content, whereas for the remaining Ll rocks the REE concentrations gradually increase from the porphyritic spessartite, through diorite to syenodiorite. One syenodiorite satnple (X3H5) is anomalous in that it displays A notably positive Eu anomaly, suggesting physical accumulation of feldspar. The lava of RC is slighdy enriched in light REE and depleted in heavy REE relative to the LI diorite. The spessartite from the HI plots at high REE levels which is compatible with its high PjO=, content (Eigure 9).
Cu mineralization
The HITIS rocks are generally enriched in Cu fCu/Ni ratio ~ 12.5) and, as mentioned earlier, disseminated chalcopyrite is a common feature of the LI and HI rock.s. especially in the spessartitic varieties. However, Cu concentrations seldom exceed 0.5 percent, which precludes economic exploitation. Clark (1972) described small Cu segregations along fault and contact zones in the RC. These hyclrothermally overprinted ore bodies are zoned, ranging from magmatic high-temperature chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite-pyrite assemblages, through chalcopyrite-chalcocite, to low temperature chalcocitebornitc assemblages. Age Zircon grains, separated from a diorite sample (X386P) from Vaaldraai, are clear with nire inclusions, and generally anhedral (partly resorhed). Cathodoluminescence mapping shows dominantly patchy zoning with a tendency for uranium (darker zones in CL) to increase towards the margins of the grains. Exten.sive alteration is present in some grains. Seventeen grains were analy7.ed and the results are listed here in Table 5 , Most of the analyzed spots displayed notable discordance with significant amounts of common lead present, a feature that correlates with the degree of alteration. A Concordia plot (Eigure 10) for all the data yields a date of 2057±33 Ma, However, a weighted average for ihe grains with less than 10 percent discordance calculate.s to 2054,K±5.7 Ma, which is assumed to be the crystallization age of the LI.
The zircon grains concentrated from a Roodekraal diorite sample (X743; 00/06) from the farm Roodekraal 3"^ tended to be small (< 100 pm) and of variable form and colour suggesting a mixfd population. However, the majority of the grains are .subhedral. light lirown and ecjuant crystals with well-developed sector and concentric compositional zoning. These have been Interpreted as "magmatic" grains fonned during the crystallization ofthe diorite, Eouneen analyses were done targeting mainly the magmatic" population. The data are given in Table 6 and Eigure 11. A regression of 10 analyses of "magmatic" graitis yicld.s an upper intercept age of 2053±9.2 Ma, which we interpret to be the cry.stiiUization age of the Roodekraal Complex. Four analyses are left out of Ihe calculation. Analyses 10.1 and 14.1 (Figure 11 
Interpretation and discussion 'Feeder' dyke
The possibility that the feeder' gabbro on tht-fami Gniisbank (Figure 2 ) is a feeder to the LI needs consideration. Militating against this possibility are:
1. The 'feeder' is a gahbro with calcic plagioclase (An^,,,,) whereas the LI rocks typically are dioriiic with sodic plagioclase (An<5o). In favour of an association of the feeder' gahbro with ihe IJ rocks are:
THE LINDEQUES DRIFT AND HEIDELBERG INTRUSIONS AND THE HOODEKRAAL COMPLEX
1. Tlic 'feeder' dyke has trace element concentration levels comparable to those of the Ll-HI-RC rocks ( Figure 7 ). 2. The disposition and orientation of the feeder' dyke relative to the LI suggest that the former might be a feeder to the latter.
Based on these considerations, we infer iluit the 'feeder' dyke might have a temporal magmatic connection with the LI, liut it is not a direct feeder to the LI. This finding is supported by more detailed mass balance stiiciies to be reported later in this paper The ptxssibility also exists that the 'feeder' gabbrt) is much younger tlian the LI.
Fractionation
The general linearity of the compositional data on the binary^ diagrams ( Figure }) and the distribution of the major and trace elements between the two main rcKk groups are evidently the result of crystal fractionation and accumulation. The data .series formed by the diorite and syenodiorite, as well as the RC mugearitt-. are seen to represent tlie liquid trend (liquid line of descent), whereas the various spessartite rocks are the reiated cumulate fractions. This interpretation is fully supported by the chemical data on the RC mugearite and associated clinopyroxene-FeTi oxide cumulate rocks. Figure 3 shows that simple clinopyroxeneFeTi-oxide fractionation (mass ratio ~ 75/25) can adequately explain the slopes defined by the liquid series in the different binaiy diagrams. To test this possibility in more detail, we employed mass balance calculations using least squares optitiiization (see Appendix for detail). We inferred from the paragenetic sequence that just prior to amphibole saturation the spessartite consisted essentially of clinopyruxene, FeTi-oxide and interstitial magtna as well as possibly minor olivine and plagioclase. Olivine is present in the cumulate rocks of the RC (Clarke, 1972) and may have been present in the spessartite but consumed during amphibole crystallization. Minor plagioclase may have stabilized just before the onset of amphibole ciystallization. We ai.so allowed for dolomite to accommodate small amounts of carbonate assimilation, which may now he represented in the rocks as caicite and secondary chlorite (?).
Perusal of
We modeled average even-grained, and LI porphyritic and HI porphyritic spessartite using, sequentially, the average compositions of LI diorite, RC lava, feeder' gabbro and syenodiorite as possible interstitial magma c<imponents. The results, in Table 7 , indicate that the LI diorite and chemically comparable LC lava consistently give the better feasibility indices (see Appendix fur definition). On the strength of these models, tlie following inferences for the pre-amphibole mineral-magma system can be made:
1. The RC lava appears to be the mcxst likely candidate for the interstitial magmatic component in the LI and HI spessartite. Models B. D and F (Table 7) 3. The final spessartite composition Is a function of tlie weight ratio of early cumulus minerals to tlie amount of trapped intercunuiius magma. The larger the interstitial magma content, the more feisic minerals form and higher the incompatible trace element concentrations, and vice versa. Consequently, the relatively small amount of trapped magma (-15%, [iiodel B) in the even-grained spessartite yielded only a few interstitial amphibole crystals (~ 7 modal % on average) which caused its speckled appearance. The more copious amounts of interstitial magma (-309^1, model D) . trapped in the intercumulus space of the porphyritic spessartite, accommodated more dissolved fluid and consequently crystallized more amphibole (~ 15 modal % on average). This general pattern is also reflected in the REE concentration of these rocks (Figure 8 ) in that the even-grained spessartite. due to its high cumulus clinopyroxene concentration, not only show marked overall depletion in REE, but also distinctly tail-off on the LREE side, relative to the porphyritic spessartite.
4. Minor piagioclase may have crystallized before the amphibole in the LI rocks, as indeed suggested by the paragenetic .sequence. 5. Olivine might have been present but was consumed during amphibole cry.stallization. 6. The model for the HI porphyritic spessartite (model F) shows a slightly elevated feasibility index, which is largely due to an underestimation of NajO and Al^O, in the rock. In all other respects the model is comparable to that for the LI porphyritic spessartite, except that it had more cumulus olivine. The high apatite content of the HI ,spes.sartite also suggests that the latter mineral might have accuiiiLilated together with clinopyroxene and magnetie(-ilmenite) as a cumulus mineral. Small variations in parental magma composition may well explain the.se observed differences.
Atnphibole phenocrysts
The almost identical compositions of the partly resolved clinopyroxene remnants (LI Enclosed, 
Contamination
The presence of olivine marble and calc-silicate xenoliths in the borehole core sections of the LI suggests that chemical interaction between the siliceous dolomite country-rock and the original magma is most likely. The interaction between mafic magma and carbonate rock (limestone) has been much debated (see Wyllie, 1974 and McBimey, 1984 , for general discussion). The consensus is that although limestone a.ssimilation is not important for large-scale generation of alkaline rocks, it may locally influence magma compositions. In this context. Joesten {1975) reported the reaction between a gabbroic magma and limestone in the Christmas Mountains, Texas, and showed that the magma gained Ca from and lost Si and Al to the skarned limestone, forming local segregations of pyroxenite and nepheline syenite magma in the gabbro magma, as well as a nepheline pyroxenite on the gabbro-limestone contact.
In the present study two pos.sible processes are considered:
Desilicification and concomitant de-alumination of the initial magma due to reaction with dolomite to produce calc-silicate (mainly olivine, clinopyroxene and piagioclase) minerals.
Thermal softening and disintegration of calc-silicate aggregates under dynamic flow conditions at high temperatures, causing the newly-formed calc-silicate minerals in chemical equilibrium with the magma to physically mix with the eady cumulate minerals.
The first process, as also found by Joe.sten (1975) , may lead to locally developed nepheline normative, silica-undersaturated magma. In this study we observed that the LI spessartite and low-silica diorite in places become conspicuously feldspathic close to calc-silicate xenoliths, pointing to .some reaction relationship. In addition, it can be shown that by removing 7.9 percent SiOj and 2.2 percent Al.O^ from the composition of an MgO-rich RC lava, the residual oxide concentrations closely approach those of the LI k)w-.silica diorite (Figure 12 ). This suggests that the Ne-normative low-silica diorite in the LI is simply a prodtict of desilicification and de-alumination due to interaction of the Chuniespoort dolomite with magma compositionally comparable to MgO-rich RC lava.
Tlie second process, in keeping with Bowen's reaction rule and as was also ob.served by Joesten (1975) , may lead to the enrichment of the cumulate THE LINDEQUES DRllT AND HEIDELbEKG INTUUSION.S AND THE ROODEKRAAL COMPLEX If the degree of contamination is tow and the sy.stem is well mixed, its effects on whole rock chemistr>' will be difficult to detect. However, poor mixing of the contaminant should support local significant deviations of the cumulate mineralogy towards high clinopyroxene/plagioclase concentrations. One sample, referred to as contaminated spessartite in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 3 . shows .such deviation. Microscopic obser\-'ati(jn indicates that this rock has more clinopyroxene than the average even-grained spessartite, yet it is depleted in Ni, Sc and Cr (Table 2) relative to tlie latter, which support the notion of contamination rather than simple clinopyroxene accumulation.
Fluids and incompatible elements
The poor correlation (Figure 4 ) existing between the incompatible relative to the compatible trace elements is notable. All indications are that the parental magma contained small quantities of water and other volatiles. It is conceivable that as crystallization proceeded the interstitial magma became gradually enriched in these volatiles. which led to amphibole precipitation. pegmatite formation and finally an exsolved fluid phase. We envisage that channel flow regimes may have developed in the Huid-enriched interstitial magma of the compacting cumulate, which could have contributed to redistributive decoupling of the compatible and incompatible trace elements. It Is to be expected that the more mobile incompatible elements, such as Rh. would Chondrite-normalized spidergram (all patierns recalculated to Yb^ -10) of the proposed parental magma compared with the upper continental crust and oceanic island basalt. The proposed parental magma mimics the upper crustal values for Ba through to Ta, but follows the OIB curve for La through to Yb. Chondrite nonnalization data after Thompson (1982) ; bulk caist after Taylor and McLennan (1985) .
show more scatter than the less immobile incompatibles such as Zr and Y (Figure 4 ). In the context of possible fluid circulation, it is also neces.sary to look at the "younger" zircons reported in Figure 11 (samples 4.1 and 12.1. -1.88 Ga). Zircons younger than the formation age of the host rock are not expected. Two possibilities could be considered as an explanation, i.e. these "younger" zircons repre.sent laboratory contamination during mineral separation or they are the result of complex Pb-loss linked to fluid circulation and/or metamorphism. With regard to the former, it should be noted that utmost care was taken in the prior cleaning of the apparatus and that rocks younger than "Bushveld age" were not treated in the relevant batch of zircon separations. We do consider laboratory contamination as unlikely. The alternative of complex Pb-Ioss seems more probalile. 'Younger" zircons have recently been reported in SHRIMP studies on different rock types from the western Kaapvaal craton by Armstrong et al. (1991) , Schmitz and Bowring (2000) . Poujol cl al. (2002) and Poujol et al. (2005) . Poujol et al. (2005) present arguments that some of these "younger" zircons (-1.1 Ga) may reflect res<irption and repredpitation during the Namaqua orogeny. However, some 'younger" zircons remain unexplained because no obvious thermal geological event seems to coincide with the measured ages. Of interest here are the two "enigmatic" reversely concordant zircons with measured ages of 1.88 and 1.78 Ga in BIF of the Amalia greenstone belt described by Poujol et al. (2005J, which are comparable to those (1.88 and 1.87 Ga) reported in this study. There is clearly some pattern emerging, the explanation of which is beyond the scope of tills investigation.
Nature and source of parental magma
If the parental magma to the LI, HI and RC is indeed represented by the MgO-rich RC lava (Table 8) as suggested earlier, the chemical characteristics of this rock could be employed to answer several important questions:
1. Was the parental magma a primary mantle melt? 2. What was the geodynamic setting of the LI. HI and RC? 3. Was the parental magma contaminated by cmstai material? 4. Did the parental melt have any alkaline affinities?
In answer to the first question, the low MgO content (< 5 %) of tlie RC lava clearly precludes a primary mantle origin. On a Jensen diagram (Figure 13") , the more primitive varieties of RC lava plot convincingly in the ferrobasalt field, attesting to their high Fe contents. Furthermore, the RC lava (Na.O+K,O > 6 %, Mg* = 0.25 to 0.41, Ni = 10 to 51 ppm, Cr = 4 -137 ppm) cotiipares well with typical ferrobasalts (enriched in alkalis, Mg# < 0.45, Ni = 50 to 100 ppm. Cr <100 pp) (BVSP. 1981) . This general equivalency leads us to infer that the RC lava is a fractionated residual liquid derived from a more mafic precursor magma.
With regard to the second question, it is noted that ferrobasalt is commonly interpreted as the product of extreme olivine-plagioclase-clinopyroxene fractionation of mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB). and typically shows flat chondrite-normalized REE patterns (Hess, 1989) . However. LREE-enriched ferrobasalts have been docutnented, amongst other, in association with Archaean komatiites from the Munro Township, Canada (Arth et al.. 1977) , in the Proterozoic Hartley Basalt Formation in the Northern Cape, South Africa, (Cornell et al., 1998) . and from volcanic ash layers in the I'alaeogene Danish Basin (associated with alkaline rocks; Larsen et al., 2003) . Cornell et al. (1998) suggest an early continental rift setting for the Hartley basalt, related to the initial breakup of the Kaapvaal Craton prior to the Kheis orogenesis. Larsen el al. C2003) tie the ferrobasaltic ash layers in the Danish Basin to embryonic .stages of rifting of proto-Iceland during the initial opening of the mid-Atlantic ridge. These observations suggest that LREE-enriched patterns in ferrobasaltic rocks are more common in early or incipient rifting (deeper, low-traction melting), whereas flat patterns represent evolved ridge systems (shallower, highfraction melting). Consequently, we infer that the LI-HI-RC rocks were emplaced during an incipient continental rifting episode. To answer the third question, we investigate the trace element concentrations in the RC lava. Jakobsson (1979) illustmted that alkali basalt eruptions in postgiaciation volcanism on Iceland are connected to incipient rifting in thicker crustal sections further removed from the active mid-Atlantic ridge, where typical tholeiitic MORB is extruded. This ties in with the general pattern of lateral compositional variation of extruded basalt across the axial depression of rift zones: iholeiitic basalt being typical of the axial volcanics, yielding to alkali basalt away from the central axia! line (BVSP, 1981) In addition, enriched trace element signatures in mafic volcanics in continental settings are not uncommon along continental rift zones, e^. the mafic volcanics in the Tombel graben associated with ihe continental leg of the Cameroon line (Nkouathio et al., 2002 : Halliday et al.. 1988 , In Figure 14 (a chondrite-normalized spidergram after Rollinson, 1993 , and references therein), the sequence of elements from left to right are in the order of increasing cotnpatibility in a low-fraction mantle melt, and all ratios were recalculated to Yb^ = 10 to negate effects of fractionation (Thompson et al., 1983) . It is evident that for the first six elements. Ba to Ta, the RC lava closely mimics upper crustai values, but for the remaining elements (to the right of Ta, excepting Sm) the RC lava seems to follow closely, absolutely and relatively, the typical oceanic island basalts pattern. These similarities cannot be fortuitous and we interpret the data to suggest ihat :
1. the RC lava was derived from a magma that originated in the mantle, and 2. some cru.stal contamination (mainly mobile large-ion lithophiles. probably by partial melt extraction) had taken place during its ascent into the crust.
In addition, the LI-HI-RC rocks are conspicuously enriched in sodium (Tables 2 and 3 ) and we have demonstrated that, on the TAS diagram, the RC lava plots predominantly in the mugearite field. Also, the low Zr/(I^Os* 10') (0.02) and high NbA' (1.47) ratios as well as high TiOj (1.8 %) and H,O, (0.S2 %) contents places the RC lava well within the alkaline field (Floyd and Winchester. 1976) . and the K,O/Yli =1,3 and Ta/Yli -1,1 ratios (Pearce, 1982) suggest that the RC lava is transitional between sub-alkalic and alkalic. Taken together, all these characteristics lead us to propose that the RC lava was derived fnjm an alkalic mafic precursor, most probably alkali olivine basalt.
Finally, the low A1..O, content (-13 % volatile free) of the predominantly mugearilic RC lava, proposed to be parental to the LI-MI-HC rocks, needs some consideration. Tlie worldwide average for the AljOĉ ontent for mugearite. from a compilation of Le Maitre (1976), is 16.98 ± 2,11 percent (volatile free), which place the RC lava within two standard deviations from the mean, but on the low side. The explanation for the low aluminium content of the RC lava is probably to be found in amphibole-plagiodase fractionation. It is known that in "wet' basalt melting experiments, Green C1982) found that below 10 kliar on a I'T diagram the stability field boundary of amphibole has a positive slope, with clinopyroxene on the low-pressure side. This means that wet basaltic tnagmas can fractionate amphibote ± clinopyroxene ± plagioclase at deeper levels, but clinopyroxene ± plagiociase ± olivine are stable phases at lower pressure. De Waal et al. (2004) used these phase relationships t(j argue that the chemical variation in the chill zone of the Basal Gabbro Unit of the 2044±8 Ma Uitkomst Complex (De Waal et al., 2001; De Waal and Armstrong, 2000) . alst) a member of the HITIS, is the direct result of deep-level SOUTH AFRK:AN JOURNAL OF (SEOLOGY atnphiholc-phigioclase fiactionation (weight ratio = 80/20) of a 'wet' alkaline or ti-ansitional basalt. Of interest here is that the compositions of the tnost evolved rocks, produced by this atnphibole-plagioclase fractionation process at Uitkomst, closely approach those of the most primitive RC lavas ( Figure 15 ). Consequently, it seems logical to infer that the RC parent is the product of deep level crustal fractionation of atnphiboie and small amounts of plagioclase from an alkali busallic precursor, tlie latter being co-genetic with the precursor magma of the Uitkomst chill zone rocks, Since the partition coefficient., D.i^..,,,phih,,k..,™.pru,, as a rule is smaller than both D,,,^, .^phK..,i,-m.Bm.) and D,od. amphihrtifinnKiiia) and the reverse is true for plagioclase {Roliinson. 1993. and references therein), concotnitant fnictiunation of these minerals will tend to cancel out and minimize the Eit anomaly. Hence the general lack of a Eu anomaly in the REE patterns of the relevant rocks.
Regional implications
Considering all the information given in the previous sections, it appears that the LI, HI and RC fonned during a single magmatic event that was co-eval witli the ctnphtcement of the Bushveici Complex further to the north. The ferrobasaltic magma proposed to he parental to the U-HI*RC bodies differs substantially from parental tiiagrnas (high-Mg andesite. or boninite?, and tlioleiitic basalt; Sharpe 1981: Harmer and Sharpe. 19H5; Hatton and Sharpe, 1989) proposed for the Bushveld Complex. It is well documented that tnost laige igneous provinces, either continental or oceanic, have alkalic mafic rocks associated with them (BVSP, 1981) , and the indication is that the HITIS fulfil! this role relative to the voluminous BLishveld Complex. We may speculate that in the LI-HI-RC rocks we see the products of either a failed rift or a flanking rift relative to an active magmatic system to the north. It is noted that the HITIS bodies in the VredefortHeicielberg area roughly follow a westerly trend parallel to the long axis of the Bushveld Cotnpiex. Also following the same direction, is the pre-Karoo, postVentersdorp fault system to the west of the Vredefort Dotne. vv'hich has the Sugarbush Eault as a dominant feature. These faults show an early left-lateral horizontal wrench component and a late normal fault component (Pretorius. 1964; Myers et ai, 1987) . Prelorius (1964) refers to a numl^er of "Sugarbush-type" faults in this area and he described them as being normal faults having sinuous courses and with considerable displacemt-ins. Myers et ai (1987) argued for a single, early to synWitwatersrand. northeast to southwest compressional event to have initially caused left lateral shear along these faults, and. finally due to stress relief, yielded to extensional tectonics with the extrusion of the Klipriviersberg volcanics. However, Cluver (19S7) earlier contended that although the horizontal movement on these faults is pre-Transvaal. the normal cotnponent post-dates the Transvaal rocks. We postulate that the normal faulting (haif-grabens?) represented by the "Sugarbush-type" faults relates to the rifting event proposed in this paper. Traces of these faults to tlie west are largely obliterated by the Vredefort impact event and now largely covered by the Karoo sedimentaiy rocks.
An outline of events gleatied from the information supplied in this paper is given in Table 9 and Figure 16 .
Conclusions
The Lindeques Drift (LI) and Heidelberg (HI) Intrusions and the volcanic Roodekraal Complex (RC) derive frtjm a ferrobasaltic magma with alkaline affinities (MgO = 4.8 %, TiO, =1.8 percent, PjOs = 0.52 percent, Zr/(P,O,« 10'= 0.02, Nb/Y=1.47, K,O/Yh =1.3. TaAii = 1.0 that was emplaced as a number of knvsized tnafic luxlies to the north and northeast of the Vredefort impact structure, prioi' to itnpact. Tlie ferrobasaltic magma, with low Al and high Ftr contents, most ptobahly results from deep-crusral amphibole(-plagioclase) fractionation of an alkali basaltic precursor in an embr\-onic continental rift setting that lormeci during the em place ment of the Bushveld Complex further to the noith. Mild crustal contamination ofthe ferrobasalric magma is indicated hy enrichment patterns in the LIL elements. The dominant rock types in the LI (zircon SHRIMP age: 2054.8±5.7 Ma) and HI are even-grained and poq:)hyritic spessartite, representing clinopyroxene-magnetite(-ilmenite) ± olivine cumulates with variable fractions of the interstitial ferrobasallic magma. Amphibole (edenitemagnesiohastingsite). responsible for the porphyritic texture of some of the spessartite, stabilized after clinopyroxene in paragenetic sequence, and its concentration is directly proportional to the amount of trapped liquid. The interstitial magma component also crystallized plagioclase. sphene. sulphide, apatite, microperthite and biotite, Discordant dykes and sills (?) of fine-grained diorite and syenodiorite, interpreted to be residual liquids of deeper but still shallow-level fraciionation process, cut through the spessartite of the LI. Low-silica diorite with highly variable chemistry, crosscutting the LI spessartite, represents a desilicified and de-aluminated ferrobasaltic magma due to reaction with dolomite country rock. The RC (zircon SHRIMP age: 20S3±9.2 Ma) formed contemporaneously with the LI and HI and is c<.)mposed of hawaiite and mugearite lava flows and sub-tlow diorite intrusions. The latter rocks are chemically hardly distinguishable from the diorite of LI and are believed to be co-genecic. A gabbro dyke, stratigraphically below and perpendicular to the LL is provisionally not considered as a direct feeder to this intrusion. It might even be a younger intrusion unrelated to the LI, THE DRIFT AND HHIDELBliKG INTRl'.SIONS AND THK ROODEKKAAL COMPLEX Rare Karth and selected trace elements were analyzed at the Department of Earth Science.s, University of Cape Town. 50-mg sample aliquots were dissolved by a standard acid digestion procedure using ultra-clean HF and HNOv Caliliraiion was made using external synthetic multi-element standards. The samples were (lien analyzed using a Perkin Elmer / Sciex Elan 6000 ICP-MS. Internal staiulardizaticjn was achieved using 103Rh, llSIn, 187Re and 209Bi. Typical detection limits for all the rare earth elements are in the ppl range. Each sample .soluti(.)n was analyzed in triplicate, witli 20 sweeps per replicate, and the data quoted represent average values of these triplicate analyses. Both ihe within-mn and duplicate analysis precision was mostly between 2% relative and always better than 3% relative (1 sigma).
Zircons were separated at the University of Pretoria (X743) and the Research School of Earth Sciences (RSES), Canberra (X3H6P). The grains were mounted in epoxy resin ai RSES, polished and then photographed in reflected and transmitted light. These images together with those obtained under a scanning electron microscope fitted with cathodolumincscence imaging apparatus were used to provide information on zonalion. and occurrence/absence of inherited cores. metamori')hic overgrowths and alteration. The least altered zircon grains were then analysed using the SHRIMP II spectrometer during a single session. Each analysis consisted of 6 scans through the mass range. The SHRIMP data were then reduced in a manner similar to that of Williams (1998. and references therein) using the SQUID Excel Macro of Ludwig (2000) . U/Pb in the unknowns were normalised to a ^'Pb/'^U value of 0.1859 (equivalent to an age of 1099.1 Ma) for standard AS3 (Paces and Miller, 1989) . The U and Th concentrations were determined relative to those measured in the SL13 standard. Ages were calculated using the radiogenic •^"^Pb/""''Pb ratios, with the correction for common Pb made using the measured "°'Pb and the appropriate common Pb composition, assuming the mode! of Cuniming and Richards (1975) . Uncertainties in the isotopic ratios and ages are reported in the Is level unless otherwise stated in ihe text, and the final weighted mean ages are reported as 95% confidence limits. The Concordia plots and weighted mean age calculations were carried out using Isoplot/Ex (Ludwig, 1999) .
Lea.st squares optimization was used to evaluate possible mixing models for the .spessartite. The function minimized is:
•KA,Xi,|)-Y,,12 where A, refers to the traction of the i" phase in the mineral mixture, X,, and Yi, refer to concentration of the j''' element oxide in the i"' phase in the minerals and interstitial magma making up the cumulus mu,sh, and spessartite representing the mineral mixture. respectively. The feasibility of the different models were judged by the arbitrary function:
rt. labs iplag) •MSDJ.
This function is based on the arguments that plagioclase concentrations in the cumulus mixture should be close to zero as required by the almost complete absence of negative Eu anomalies in the residual lava/diorite, and MSD, which is the mean of the square of the deviations. Y|(observed>Y| (calculated), shows the "goodness of fit" of the mode! and ideally should also be zero, Minor deviations (< ~ 5%) of the calculated concentrations above or below zero may be statistically insignificant considering local variations in mineral chemistrv'.
A full set of all calculations is available from the corresponding author, and only one example is given below (Table Al) . All compositions are volatile-free and recalculated to a total of 100. Numbers in bold are allowed to vary in the least squares optimization calculation. No constraints on the model were introduced, Calcspess represents calculated data and Pspess the observed data (whole rock composition), SD is the square of the deviation and SSD is the sum of these squares. 
